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Abstract: Data is growing more and more for the past few decades and its volume keeps on increasing rapidly,
with the variety of unstructured data. This increases the amount of data storage for the major aspects of
Business analysis, prediction, search, decision making and so on. Today’s world is totally revolutionized into
the cloud, which decreases the necessity of storage space at user side and in turn increases the necessities of
Enterprises. Google, Face book, IBM and so on..are IT giants came with new issue on data which have been
named by them as “BigData”. This issue generally, is in need of processing huge amount of data which ranges
in petabytes and do not suits up for normal two tier architecture, there by generating many user request causes
network traffic. In this scenario enterprise/academia should do research on differentiating the traffic for the
users request and minimizing the unwanted network traffic. This paper proposes a secure data transfer over
cluster environment and shows the comparison of different traffic to handle DDOS attack in cluster
environment.
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INTRODUCTION become a terrible process [3] at this situation the cloud is

As the development of global economy arises, The to solve this problem, data centers competitively raise the
advent of computer technology is adopted by  most of network bandwidth to enhance QOS(quality of service).
the domains. The Big data leads to an unsolvable issue The Big data can be defined by the following properties
for researchers and academicians, so companies which such as velocity, variety, volume, variability, complexity
manufactures products such as smart phones, notebooks, and value [4]. The impression of using  servers  to  make
tablets and other such electronic gadgets attracts the an ease actions is not a novel thing, besides the
user’s attention. Most of the scientists request the data ‘networkexception handlers’ influence its end hosts to
centers to move Big Data nearer tothe computing farm enforce access policies and some prior work adapts PCA-
data center first and then, analyze them  with thousandsof based anomaly detectors to workwell even when data is
CPUs in high speed local networking environment [1]. distributed on many servers [5]. The cloud computing is
Peoples are in need of a technology to store and an extremely successful paradigm of service oriented
manipulate without having any resources at instant, many computing and has revolutionized by the way computing
enterprises invented a new technology known as “Cloud” infrastructure is abstracted and used [6]. IBM was started
which solves the user’s issue. According to a survey in receiving request to process Terabytes of data in a
made by Intelin the year of 2014, 90% of data’s have been single day and it keeps on increasing rapidly. They have
created in the past two years and this growth seems to be advanced  servers  with  high cooling efficiency to
a continuous [2]. As the enterprises groundwork on process but they have no ideas to handle the traffic in an
networking is being enlarged day-by-day for the extensive efficient and secured way. Here Apache Hadoop
support of different types of traffic and users. framework is introduced as an Open Source project and it
Furthermore, solving a traffic management has also occupies  many big companies to develop it. There was an

being overloaded due to an increased traffic rate. In order
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enormous explosion in data generation by providing the traffic will be reduced dramatically by separation of
services with the prevalence of mobile devices, user social the same kind of traffic in the local network.
networks and large-scale service-oriented systems [7]. In Traffic clustering PekkaKumpulainen,
Facebook a social networking site has adopt the biggest KimmoHatonen, Olli Knuuti and Teemu Alapaholuoma
Hadoop cluster in the world which has an increasing have proposed about Internet Traffic clustering packet
usage of it and handling Traffic’s from many countries to header information [2], the network has larger traffic flows
a single server is to provide the user service convenience and process the request in the server where every packet
and its result. Big data is a collection of several types of has a header to store the information of the packet. This
data which are in an unstructured way, a mechanism to will help the network administrators to monitor the
analyze such type of data is really hard, but Hadoop network and eliminate the packets that misbehave inside
provides a solution to handle such problems in the the network.
field.The emerging large-scale service-oriented systems In Traffic analysis [5] Srikanth Kandula, Sudipta
ofteninvolvesin a large number of services with complex Sengupta, Albert Greenberg, Praveen Patel, Ronnie
structures [8, 9, 10]. Traffic to the big data analysis Chaiken had proposed “The Nature of Datacenter Traffic:
centers is more and providing service to the traffic Measurement & Analysis”. Here they have collected the
becomes a complex issue, due to the unstructured data data center traffic data sets from the 1500 operational
storage. A huge file transmission using protocols like FTP Server andgenerateda report on the traffic congestion and
will have an extendedlink duration and greateraverage patterns. Delivering the interpretation of the appearances
packet size than an immediate messaging client sending of traffic arising in the operational distributed query
shortrandom messages to former clients [11, 12]. processing which supports diverse workloads produced
According to IBM, They create 2.5 quintillion bytes of in the sequence of solving business and engineering
data every day and 90% of the data’s are being happen in difficulties. Contributing the traffic by Measurement
the world currently have been produced in the past two instrumentation, Traffic characteristics & Tomography
years [13, 14, 15]. In addition, the vigorousgrowth of data Inference Accuracy, measurements in ISPs and enterprise
is graduallypowerful and persistent information concentrating on incrementing devices with SNMP
technology has an important role to play [16, 17, 18]. counter, sample flow and Deep packet inspection. The
Studying big quantities of dataproduced by different Data center nature of the traffic have explored problems in
applications is critical for acquisition and competitive it, by observing it with macroscopic and microscopic
advantage for refining customer experience [19, 20], so in characteristics of the traffic arrival time, flow duration time
order to manage the traffic which plays an important role and statistics that provides useful information to network
to the enterprises, which includes secure processing of administrators.
the user request in the server. We have established a PekkaKumpulainen, KimmoHätönen, Olli Knuuti and
method to process the traffic by clustering into types of TeemuAlapaholuoma [9] had researched on “Internet
traffics and allocating bandwidth to process based on the traffic clustering using packet header information” to
traffic type. Hackers can attempt DDOS attack to stop monitor the network for network administrators finding
providing service to users; here we provide a mechanism disturbances in network and eliminate them using the
to find the DDOS traffic and disconnecting it from the packet header information. In network IP packets has
main server which stop the overflow of traffic. transferring huge amount of data all over the network,

Related Work: In Big data Hyoung Woo Park, Jongsuk in network. With multi-layer clustering revealing the
Ruth Lee, Il Yeon Yeo and HaengjinJanghad a brief study detailed description of the packets and analyzing them to
on Big data traffic managementwhich is generally based find the abnormal behavior of users without violating
on the separation of Large scale data stream [1], here the privacy, collecting the data from the real network
importance of traffic management is made to the environment with the IP addresses without compromise
improvement of traffic congestion and they proposed a the privacy of the user, clustering the traffic to high & low
new approach of traffic separation andit provides to traffic as two phases and scaling separately to cluster the
guarantee the various kind of traffic that does not co-exist genetic traffic patterns and identifying the individual
on the same LAN. By separating the traffic in to three behavior of IP addresses. Applying the anomaly detection
different types the network congestion is condensed. for detecting the abnormal behavior in the network and
They have designed the network architecture into 3 parts terminate them from the network as easy as to
to perform the traffic into BIG DATA efficiently. Costof administrator and monitor the network is easy.

sending and receiving packets with provided information
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Fig. 1: System Architecture

Proposed Woek: We proposed a mechanism for secured users this is what the DDOS (Distributed Denial of
traffic clustering framework for Big Data centers. Planting Service). Many Service providers have been affected with
unique server racks for WAN and LAN traffic’s and these types of attacks and make them to stop the service
providing network bandwidth to WAN istwicethe to their customers. In our method we can handle these
bandwidth allocated for LAN.The Architecture is briefly types of attacks, If any attackers attempt to do so, we
explained below. Traffic received by Big Data centers is cluster the traffic in our server, based on the type and
separated in to WAN and LAN and then clustering of behavior of it. Every traffic is identified by their IP address
data  traffic  will  be  done,  the architecture is shown in as the id for it, if the different type of packets is received
Fig. 1. from the same IP address, the service to the specified IP

Wide Area Network: The requests from the worldwide
users to the data center are collected for clustering the Framework: The framework for handling big data network
traffic, this server rack need to work under high traffic and to handle the DDOS attack is shown in Fig. 2.
bandwidth allocation where it can perform faster for
clustering the traffic and to process it. Switch: The server will be connected to several switches

Local Area Network: The server in LAN network receives packets are notified with their IP address of each unique
a request from the local users nearer to the data center request and sends to the clustering side.
where the server needs to have a dedicated bandwidth to
receive and send the request. This server does not require Clustering Traffic: The packets are clustered based on
more network bandwidth because the LAN traffic can be the type of the traffic and each type of traffic will be
processed with a medium bandwidth itself. Thus the provided unique resources to process data. Configuring
traffic of the LAN network can be handled by this server the server to each type of traffic and processing the data
can perform faster for LAN users. will provide fast processing and scalability to traffic.

DDOS Attack: Sending many packets to the server and Traffic Type: There are four types of traffics available in
flooding the server’s capability where attackers gain the the internet [3] and unique resources for the each traffic
server processing and stopping the service to the original will be allotted based on its type.

address will be stopped.

to receive the packets from the client side. These collected
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Fig. 2: Framework

Fig. 3: Transfer of Data in Hadoop

Busty Traffic (BT): This type of traffic contains large file
downloads and it can access the contents like multimedia,
Graphical, etc. This traffic consumes more bandwidth to
process the request. So if we placemaximum constraints to
boundthe access to bandwidth the trafficcan be
processed as faster as possible.

Interactive Traffic (IT): Secure Transactions, instant
messaging and telnet, thesetypes of requestis considered
as interactive traffic and always consumes less
bandwidth. The request consists of relatively short
response  and  supports  real  time  interaction with its
end-users. If we prioritize the essential traffic and traffic
that is less dependent on real-time response.

Latency Sensitive Traffic (LST):  This type of traffic are
flooding requests, voice over IP and video Conferencing
they all produces a steady traffic, which consumes a
substantial amount of Bandwidth, if we Set minimum
guarantees of access to bandwidth prioritized by a
business need and set maximums to prevent any
application from consuming too much bandwidth.

Table 1: Shows data transfer in normal and Hadoop environment
Size of Data in GB’s Normal time (sec) Hadoop time (sec)
200 GB 10000 sec 5000 sec
400 GB 20000 sec 10000 sec
600 GB 30000 sec 15000 sec
800 GB 40000 sec 20000 sec
1000 GB 50000 sec 25000 sec

Non-Real Time Traffic (NRTT): This type of traffic
consists of E-mail and batch processing requests which
are the main sources of non-real time traffic within the
enterprise. It can also consume bandwidth that could be
used by more business-critical applications. If we
Schedule bandwidth assignment for non-business hours;
set a maximum bandwidth constraint and low prioritization
during business hours.

Unknown traffic (UT): This traffic is the clustered DDOS
traffic in the server. When the clustered traffic reaches the
packet analyzer the traffic received IP address connection
will be disconnected and stops the service for it.

Packet Analyzer: Clustered traffic are controlled by the
Packet Analyzer, that will manage to provide the
bandwidth to the traffic to process and analyze packets
from the unknown address and many packets of same
kind receives the IP will be clustered and allot the
bandwidth to process.

The unknown packets will be stopped and
disconnect the network to it. This way we can handle the
DDOS attack in the server to stop unknown service for
the user.

Results and Simulation: The proposed method
implemented using Hadoop framework in Intel i3 with 4GB
mail memory and 500GB hard disk which is moderate
configuration and collected the values of data transfer
and retrieval. The HDFS is double the speed of its normal
machine speed while the data is been transferred to the
file system faster. The below graph states that the data is
been transferred in both normal machine and with HDFS
system calculation. The data transfer performance
between the normal file system and HDFS (Hadoop File
system) is calculated and shown in the Table 1 and
corresponding graph is shown in Fig. 3.

The traffic is clustered and processed to identify
either UT, BT, IT, LST and NTSS, If the packets are under
category UT then these packets are eliminated through
Packet analyzer and identified as DDOS attacks. In
Networks, processing and classifying increases the
efficiency and reduces delay in service delivery to user as
shown in  Table  2  and corresponding graph shown in
Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4: Clustered traffic

Fig. 5: Core I CPU utilization

Fig. 6: Core II CPU utilization

Fig. 7: Core III CPU utilization

Fig. 8: Core IV CPU utilization

The work is carried out in 4 core processor running
Hadoop cluster, The CPU utilization graph for four cores
shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Table 2: Shows Different types of traffic and values
Traffic types Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4 Value5
BT 20 50 40 50 60
IT 40 70 60 70 80
LTS 80 110 100 110 120
NTSS 120 150 140 150 130
UT 140 150 160 170 140

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed the types of network
traffics and clustering traffic for efficient and secure traffic
processing, in order to handle DDOS attack and provide
uninterruptable service to the user in high performance.
The companies generates Peta bytes of data to store,
process and analyze the Big Data, this traffic handling
system provides more reliable and stable traffic. The
service providers will be able to identify traffic to eliminate
DDOS attacking IP address to stop the service and to
continue their service to the users to fulfill the customer
satisfaction.
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